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VIEW MORE PHOTOS: Alexandra Rowley At First Sight, the home of architect Richard Bubnovsky in Point Pleasant, N.J., may leave the impression that this detailed restoration of age-old classics in the art and crafts of the vein. Explore it more closely though, and you realize that artisan folk was only the starting point for the dwelling, which is 150 feet from
the Manaquan River. I wanted a modern home that would fit into the mostly Shingle-style neighborhood, says Bubnovski, who built a new home from scratch for himself, his wife, Diana, and their son, Thomas, to replace the run-down 84-year-old bungalow that stood on a 41-by-93-foot lot. The look I created is strongly inspired by arts and crafts, but it's also
very eclectic. The front facade is the most traditional aspect, with its recessed porch framed by conical columns and cantilever beams. The western red cedar tiles contrast with the white-painted woodworking and resemble the classic seaside dwellings of the East Coast of the late 19th century. On the north side of the building, the copper chimney offers a
playful take on the artisan's geometric lanterns. Photo Alexandra Rowley Inside, the ground floor of the 2,100-square-foot home, a mixture of old and new takes on an even more modern flavor. I don't want a very large house, Bubnovski explains, so I developed an open plan for downstairs that feels more spacious and lends itself to an easy informal lifestyle.
The ceilings are 9 feet high, and the windows are arranged on all four sides to pull in natural light during the day-approach, which also called for careful window treatment. Says the owner: There is no dark space in the house. The first story consists of two zones, each measuring about 22 by 16 feet: a living room in the front, furnished partially with parts
designed by the owner, and an air kitchen (with an island) and a dining room at the back. There is a wide stairwell in the centre. When we have fun, Bubnovsky says, people are really circulating. Brazilian cherry floors all help to combine the decor. Upstairs are an open library and private abode: a master suite (with a 15-by-15-foot bedroom and a 9 by 12-
foot bathroom), as well as two small bedrooms (13 by 111/2 feet and 10 by 111/2 feet) and another bathroom. The abundant proportions and broad vistas make the layout feel much bigger than it really is. In the master bedroom, for example, the vaulted ceiling rises to a height of 12 feet. And carefully broken windows 51/2 feet high give an idea of the river
from its north, east and west sides. Capturing as much vision as we could could has been one of the driving forces behind design, explains the architect-owner. In general, Bubnovsky aspired to a simple and relaxed life in a clean, aesthetically pleasing space, built of beautiful natural materials - common goals of both the arts and crafts movement, and more
modern styles, from which Relied. I feel like we've reached home, he says. But with its open floor plan, its angular shapes, the asymmetry of its window placement, and many other small details, there is certainly a subtle modern twist to it. Watch our slideshow. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Douglas Keister/Getty Images One thing that the original artisan bungalow will have is the earthy color scheme. Common master colors include rust, dusty pink, tan, moss green and brown. If your home has been re-sideded or painted over the
years, consider taking it back into a more historic color palette for a more authentic look. Continue to 5 out of 10 below. Play inside a $78M mountain retreat with a private... Today's Architecture Architectural Digest takes you inside Casteel Creek Retreat - a $78 million, 439-acre compound in the heart of the Rocky Mountains with an impressive variety of
amenities on site. The 32,000-square-foot main house has eight full guest suites and luxurious entertainment spaces, including a 200-foot outdoor viewing platform for soaking up unparalleled mountain views. But this is literally just the beginning: 25,000 sq m. A lodge with an adjoining helipad, a fully equipped cabin, two yurts, and a pair of wild west
apartments with a mock prison cell are also on the property, ready to take everything you could imagine. From a luxurious spa and Japanese steakhouse to arcade games and soundproofing, Casteel Creek does have something for everyone. Also, if you and your friends are willing to scale new heights, the 65 foot indoor climbing wall has all the space, ropes
and straps to accommodate six people at a time. Playing Inside The Hilary Duff Home Family with The Celebrity Chicken Coop Today Architectural Digest is welcomed by Hilary Duff for a tour of her vibrant family home. The sunny atmosphere radiates through every Room of the Duff family, feeling curated through two renovation spaces over the past 8 years.
Featuring walls packed with photos of her family, shelves filled with her children's toys and friendly pets popping up to say hello, Hilary's house is a hilarious reminder of what's most important in life. Case in point - a typical day involves tending to chickens in her outdoor chicken coop while enjoying the sun, while her son Luca bounces on a backyard
trampoline. Choose Nicole Patel's work. Play How Kendall Jenner Architects Designed Her Laid... Today's Celebrities AD was joined by Kathleen Clements, Tommy Clements and Waldo Fernandez, a team of architects and designers who worked hand-in-hand with Kendall Jenner to make her vision of a cozy Los Angeles home a reality. Go deeper into
inspiration for their designs, room by and learn how inner Kendall was in the process of creating her luxury home. Play Inside Lena Waithe and Rishi Rajani Stylish Los Angeles... Architecture Today AD welcome welcome a warm and colorful office in Los Angeles Hillman Grad Productions, a company founded by writer-producer-actor Lena Waithe and her
production partner Rishi Rajani. Named after the fictitious historically black college featured on The Other World, Waithe and Rajani have built a platform for BIPOC talent to take center stage in their own stories - and an office environment that strengthens their creative work at every turn. The reception anchored a massive vintage Steve Chase sofa that
designer Amy Mays reupholstered in burgundy velvet, while graphic and prismatic wall coverings catch the eye where it lands. One wall in Waithe's private office is covered in salon style, hanging from images of pioneers such as Nina Simone, James Baldwin, Shirley Chisholm, Oprah Winfrey and Prince. Black artists have always addressed the realities of
living in a house that burns, Waithe says on the theme of creating protest art in the black lives matter era. Our task is to remind people how the fire started, why it continues to burn and how we can contain it. You can see that the mission is written in black and brown faces that cover our walls. Play Inside Scottie Pippen at Chicago Mansion with... Architecture
Today NBA LEGEND Scottie Pippen welcomes Architectural Digest to his Chicago home for an all-access tour. From a spacious family room and sunny kitchen to a wine cellar and a cozy home theater, Scotty's mansion has no shortage of places to entertain guests. In these beautiful early summer days in Illinois, relaxing by the pool with the grill lit up and
playing on TV is the perfect way to bring celebrations outdoors. Also, when it comes time to remind everyone that he's a six-time NBA champion and two-time Olympic champion, the custom indoor basketball court is waiting to be decorated by one of the greatest players of all time. Play Inside Ballet Superstar Mysty Copeland Elegant ... Architecture Today,
AD takes you to the elegant New York home of ballet superstar Myti Copeland. Two years ago, Copeland and her husband, attorney Olu Evans, purchased their dream apartment on Manhattan's Upper West Side and enlisted the demand of Los Angeles-based AD100 interior designer Bridget Romanek to completely rethink the space. From a dressing room
designed in collaboration with California cabinets to a colorful and spacious outdoor living room, the pioneering dancer, author and public figure achieves the perfect balance in her new Manhattan home. Select works by Ndidi Emefile, Shane Evans (family, Dow Burkina Faso, 1996 and Millet Burkina Faso, 1996), Jake Mangakahia, Deborah Roberts, Mark
Seliger, Lorna Simpson (January 2002), Asuka Anastasia Ogawa, © Nathaniel Mary quinn and Chibuik Uzoma. Jumpsuit provided by Emilia Wickstead jewelry provided by Jamie Wolf Play Casey Neistat and Candice Pool quiz each other on... Celebrity Today YouTube Casey Neistat and jewelry designer Candice Pool sit down for AD AD The quiz, sharing
information about their design philosophy and living at home with their three children. What's usually on their nightstand? Shoes or no shoes in the house? How would they describe designer Daun Curry, their partner in creating a new family home in Los Angeles? Join Casey and Candice from their sun-drenched, two-car kitchen for an intimate look at how it
all comes together - and what it means to them the most. Play How Cara and Poppy Delevingne Architect Design... Architecture Today AD was joined by Nicolo Beaney of Line Architecture, who worked hand-in-hand with Cara and Poppy Delevingne to bring their vision of a green Los Angeles home to life. Go deeper into the process of designing a luxury
home as it takes us room by room, offering anecdotes and insights into the design choices showcased in the Delevingne Sisters Open Door episode. Play inside the $45M Rocky Mountain Mansion with a slip... Architecture Today AD brings you a Vail, Colorado tour of 165 Forest Avenue, a massive ultra-modern mansion located in the Rocky Mountains.
From the linear fireplace in the living room to the Italian marble surfaces in the kitchen, every space in the house is an invigorating expression of timeless luxury. The elegance of the interior has only surpassed the natural beauty seen through the glass walls of the home, which glide apart providing access to more than 6,500 square feet of heated exterior
space. Footage courtesy drone hub play inside the historic $9.75M Loft with the secret architecture of the Today Ad Library takes you to the Flatiron District in Manhattan to tour a mansion-scale loft at 6 West 20th Street. Located in the heart of the city a few points from Madison Square Park, this 4,000 sq ft residence makes the perfect base for luxury New
York life. The 110-year-old building off 5th Avenue has undergone bowel repairs, cheerfully bringing the interior to modern standards of luxury (and then some of them.) a personal elevator opens to the living room with 12' ceilings and windows that bathe space in the light all day while the chef's kitchen and spa bathroom raise even the lofty routine. To
completely avoid the tide in the city centre, pop into a quiet and peaceful secret library - the perfect place to wind down your day. Select work by Sam Sklar Staging Meredith Baer/@meridithbaerhome Play Inside Kendall Jenner Cozy Los Angeles Hideaway Architecture Today supermodel Kendall Jenner welcomes AD to tour her tranquil Los Angeles home.
Kendall oversaw the year-long redesign of the space, working in tandem with designers Kathleen and Tommy Clements and the inimitable Waldo Fernandez. Not far from the entrance, James Terrell's signature ovoid wall sculpture greets visitors with a dreamy chromatic display, the first of many personal artistic accents woven throughout her home. In the
television room, the cloud sofa of the restoration equipment was reupholstered in a somewhat rougher cloth to match the organic atmosphere. I'm very proud of what we've done here. This is Kendall. This is the first house house done completely, and I think it's a true reflection of who I am and what I like. Play Inside 11 of the Craziest Space from Celebrity...
Today's Architecture Architectural Digest takes you inside 11 of the most in addition to the crazy celebrity spaces shown to us on the Open Door. From The Private Skate Park of Nuja Houston and the Geegle sedd's Geeley Dispenser to Sheryl Crow's studio barn and Tyler Perry's personal White House, take a look at some of the most unique places where
stars spend their time at work and play. Play. clean architecture a craftsman's guide to software structure and design download pdf. clean architecture a craftsman's guide to software structure and design pdf free download
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